Design in detail

Safety according to the newest
European Norms

Controls

The standard RAL colours
3002
Carmine Red

5010
Gentian Blue

5017
Traffic Blue

6005
Moss Green

7016
Anthracite Grey

7032
Pobble Grey

9002
Grey White

9006
Aluminium White

Printed reproduction is only approximately

Features

Other door types

We reserve the right to change specifications

Overhead
door
Minimum space required

X

Burglar free

X

Insulation

X

Wicket door

X

Vision panels

X

Electric operation

X

Wind resistant

X

Medium-speed
Choice of colour
Low maintenance
Your door choice

Contact:

Roller
shutter

Compact
High-speed
door
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
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✔

Compact
Industrial Door

Compact Door.
The universal industrial door.

The New Concept
The Compact Door is constructed to

Door panels

Drive system

Unlike a conventional overhead door,

the highest European standards for

The lightweight aluminium sandwich panels have a stucco

The Compact Door can be supplied

light fittings, roof fittings, overhead

both quality and safety.

finish with integral stainless steel hinges. They are CFC-free

with 220v or 380v motors. It is also

cranes and heaters are not obstructed.

and give maximum insulation.

capable of silent medium speed

The Compact

We have designed and
developed the Compact
Door to meet the changing
requirements of architects

operation.

Operational advantages
The unique guiding system minimises

Door is unique in

Framework

it’s smooth and

The robust door framework is self-supporting and consists of

Installation

the forces on the moving parts.

quiet operation

hardwearing abrasive-free rollers and tracks. Vision panels

The Compact Door is quicker and

There are no counter-balancing

requiring the

and wicket doors are standard features.

simpler to install than any other

springs or weights which may require

industrial door.

adjustment or regular maintenance.

minimum of
maintenance.

and industrial door users.
Each Compact

Folding
system

Space saving

The patented

The Compact folding system leaves

Door is fabricated to suit it’s

folding system

more space available for

application. It is manufactured using

uses little energy.

warehousing.

a minimum of standard components

Combined with

at competitive prices.

the side tracks a
long life cycle of

The Compact Door fits into every

operation is

building and every budget.

guaranteed.

The extra benefits are yours!

Integrated wicket door

